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Abstract: In metro-rail projects, excavation depths may reach more than 30 meters in the construction of underground 

stations. In such cases, the dominant proposed excavation support system is the diaphragm wall system. Secant piles, 

contiguous piles, berlin walls, and other systems may be proposed for use in substructures as external accesses with 

depths up to 15 meters. Selecting the appropriate excavation support system is a crucial challenge for builders and 

designers. Complex factors which are considered in the selection process and dependent on the subjective judgments of 

the construction practitioners based on their past expertise, create uncertainty and imprecision. Analytical Hierarchy 

Process (AHP), despite its popularity and wide use in the field of decision-making, is incapable of dealing with 

uncertainty in complex multi-criteria decision-making processes. To evaluate such complex decision-making problems, 

fuzzy set theory is combined with AHP in this study to use the fuzzy AHP (FAHP) technique in dealing with ambiguity 

and impression. To illustrate the applicability of the developed model, Heliopolis, and Kit Kat metro stations are 

presented, as case studies, in the greater Cairo Metro. It was concluded that the diaphragm wall system, although it is 
still more costly but preferable.  

 
Keywords: Tunneling projects, Excavation support systems, Alternatives evaluation, Fuzzy set theory, Fuzzy analytical 

hierarchy process. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Tunneling projects are more complex and highly specialized 

than traditional construction projects. This complexity is 

due to their urban constraints, underground uncertainty 

conditions, and a high level of interference among their 

components. In such a competitive field, meeting the project 

target requires a high level of expertise during the planning, 

design, and construction stages [1,2]. 
Furthermore, excavation in restricted and limited areas 

necessitates deep excavation that is vertical or near-vertical 

to minimize its area. An appropriate earth-retaining 

structure should be used to keep neighboring properties safe 

and excavate a hole into which a permanent structure is built 

safely [3–7].  

In metro-rail underground stations and annexes, where 

required excavation depths may reach more than 30 meters, 

a diaphragm wall system is always the dominant proposal. 

In the case of stations' external accesses and underground 

fire tanks with lower depths, different alternatives may be 
strongly proposed as a competitor to the diaphragm wall 

system. Secant piles, contiguous piles, soldier piles with 

lagging or (berlin walls), and sheet piling are common 

systems to be used as supporting systems[3,5,6].  

In the selection process, significant factors relevant to the 

site and construction conditions, such as safety, adjacent 

properties and facilities, environmental conditions, traffic 

density, water table level, soil conditions and excavation 

depth, are considered [8–13]. Additionally, relevant 

management factors, such as cost, time of construction and 

design requirements are influential [14-18]. 

Assessment factors in making the right decisions and 
selecting the appropriate supporting system are the key to a 

successful project’s completion with good and safe 

performance. Budget, period, and safety are the pillars of 

the project’s success. 

On the other side, improper design and selection causes 

serious problems that affects the project’s success and all 

the surrounding properties [11,12], [18–21]. Decision-

makers face numerous challenges in fixing a set of rules that 

enable them to precisely select the appropriate system for 

every site or job due to the complex trade-off process 

between the feasible alternatives. Complex multi-criteria, 

subjective judgments, and imprecise information are often 
associated with ambiguity and vagueness [11,12,18].  

To manage uncertainty and minimize its effect on making 

rational decisions with uncertainty, artificial intelligence 

(AI) methods have been employed. In recent years, (AI) 

techniques have been successfully used in evaluating 
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foundation constructions and relevant alternatives 

[11,12,22].  

They are used to assist decision-makers in making the best 

choice of the supporting system for deep excavation in this 

project as well as similar projects. This study applied the 
application of (AI) techniques in multi-criteria decision-

making, the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process; discussing an 

actual case study to illustrate the process. In this study, a 

model was developed considering four main criteria and 13 

factors as sub-criteria influencing the selection between four 

common feasible alternatives. 

    

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Terzaghi et al. [23] classified excavation as deep 

excavation when its depth exceeds 6.0 meters. Chini and 

Genauer [21], defined excavation supporting systems as 

temporary structures that are the fundamental pillars of deep 

excavation construction projects to achieve profitability 

with safety, speed, and quality. 
In metro projects, depths may reach 30 meters or more. 

They are often required in populous urban areas, which are 

constantly surrounded by adjacent buildings and public 

utilities in limited construction areas. These conditions 

require paying much attention to the design and planning 

stages to keep the surrounding utilities and adjacent 

structures safe by using the appropriate supporting systems. 

In this context, OSHA1 recommends that any excavation or 

trenching work that reaches 3.5 meters or more from ground 

level using a suitable excavation support technique under 

the supervision of a competent engineer [21].  
These systems can be classified as unrestrained support 

systems (cantilevered systems) or cast-in-place systems. 

The other systems are restrained systems (braced systems), 

such as Waller-Struts systems. The last type is tied back as 

nailing support systems. Another classification is as external 

and internal supporting systems acting according to the 

system of the earth pressure loading transfer 

[3,12,14,17,21,24]. 

In greater Cairo-Metro, bracing systems are commonly 

used in the supporting process. Diaphragm wall systems, 

secant bored piles, contiguous piles, berlin walls (soldier 

piles with lagging), and sheet piling are common retaining 
systems utilized in deep excavation projects. From the 

literature, there are lots of multi-criteria decision-making 

applications in excavation project selection techniques. 

Pan [10] applied the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process 

(FAHP) technique in selecting the earth-retaining methods 

for deep excavation. Pan [11] and Wefki et al.[12] applied 

the same decision-making (FAHP) technique in selecting 

the appropriate excavation supporting method for deep 

excavation. 

Cao et al.[15] and Qi et al. [20]  applied the integrated 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) with the Delphi 
technique in selecting a protection method for underground 

excavation and applied the same technique in selecting the 

deep excavation construction methods in building 

construction. Issa et al. [18] applied the Hybrid AHP-Fuzzy 

                                                             
1 The Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

TOPSIS approach for selecting a deep excavation support 

system. Noktehdan et al. [25]applied (FAHP) technique in 

ranking and selecting the innovation in infrastructure project 

management. 

Meethom and Triwong [26] applied (FAHP) technique 
in evaluating urban metro construction excavated soil 

disposal Sites. Elashram and Ibrahim [27] used fuzzy AHP 

application to determine the main dewatering criteria 

weights in Egypt. Shaffiee et al.[28,29] applied Fuzzy 

Delphi Analytical Hierarchy Process (FDAHP) technique in 

selecting the suitable tunnel supporting system using an 

integrated decision support system, taking the Dolaei tunnel 

in Touyserkan, Iran, as a case study. 

Kim et al.[29,30] used the FAHP decision-making 

technique to quantify the risk of excavation work failure. 

Zayed[30] applied the fuzzy approach in selecting the pile 

construction method. Masouleh[31] applied the AHP, ANP, 
and TOPSIS approaches in selecting excavation methods in 

tunneling construction. 

Naghadehi et al. [32] also used the FAHP technique in 

selecting the optimal underground mining method in Iran. 

However, there are many more applications of Fuzzy AHP 

in the selection problems in all fields. 

   This research used the FAHP technique with the method 

of extent analysis[33] and the modified method of the extent 

analysis[34,35] to help practitioners and designers in metro 

projects and similar deep excavation projects in selecting 

the appropriate retaining system from feasible alternatives 
concerning the criteria considered in their project. 

Regarding factors affecting the selection of the 

supporting system, Ou [3] 

categorized the factors as a) geological conditions (soil type 

and underground water condition), b) adjacent properties 

condition (their foundation and structure type), construction 

materials, and age. Pan [11] categorized the factors as a) 

management elements, including cost, safety, and time; b) 

site characteristics, such as the depth of excavation, the soil 

conditions, and the state of underground water; and c) 

characteristics of nearby facilities. Farzi et al.[14] 

categorized them as a) technical characteristics of the 
system, b) execution availability, c) economic conditions, 

and d) environmental conditions. Cao et al. [15] categorized 

them as a) environmental impact, b) safety criteria, c) time, 

and d) cost, while Qi et al.[20] added quality to the four 

criteria.  

El-Kelesh and Hassan [16,17] considered ground 

conditions, excavation depth, and water table level the most 

significant factors in the selection process. 

Issa et al. [18] categorized the factors affecting site 

characteristics, safety, cost, and environmental conditions. 

Other authors add the system's water tightness and 
construction availability as essential criteria. 

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The framework to prioritize the most appropriate deep 

excavation supporting system is developed with the AHP 

decision-making framework. Figure 1 illustrates the 

schematic diagram for the proposed model’s 
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implementation, and the subsections below describe each 

component of the proposed model in detail.  

 

3.1 Developing the Hierarchy Breakdown Structure of 

the Model 
As a basis for the AHP method, breakdown the problem into 

a structured hierarchy frame to decompose the complex 

problem into components. Its construction contains the main 

target to be achieved, the most influential criteria for 

selection, and sub-criteria (if any) to determine its 

interdependencies. Finally, at the last level, the proposed 

alternatives will be prioritized [40,43]. 

 

3.2 Constructing the Pairwise Comparison Matrices 
The results from pairwise comparisons are then fuzzified 

using the 5-level fuzzy 

scale in table 1 and Fig. 2 using a triangular fuzzy 
membership function (TFNs) [36]. (TFN) is a convex 

normalized fuzzy set representing each linguistic variable's 

membership function represented by three vertices. 

 Suppose Ã is a triangular fuzzy number, Ã = (𝑙, 𝑚, u), 

where 𝑙 and u represent the smallest and largest value with 

the smallest membership values, respectively. 𝑚 is 

the modal with the largest membership value μ(x), and 𝑥 𝑖𝑠 
any generic value belonging to the universe of discourse. It 
can be represented in Fig.3. 

The inverse of Ã = (𝑙, 𝑚, u) is [Ã]-1 = [1/u, 1/m, 1/ 

𝑙];[37,38]. 

 
Fig 1. Proposed model implementation diagram 
 

TABLE 1. Fuzzy scale importance rates 

Importance Weight scale 

(linguistic variable) 

Numerical 

rate value 

Fuzzy 

number 

Equally important (EI) (1) (1,1,2) 

Moderately important (MI) (2) (1,2,3) 

Strongly important (SI) (3) (2,3,4) 

Very strongly important (VSI) (4) (3,4,5) 

Extremely strong important (ESI) (5) (4,5,5) 

Figure 2 illustrates the geometric and mathematical 

representations of the (TFN), respectively. Figure 3 shows 

the graphical representation of the five-level fuzzy scale for 

the triangular fuzzy membership function, indicating 

linguistic variables expressing the degree of importance 
between each criterion and the corresponding numerical 

value  [36]. 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Triangular membership function and geometric and 
mathematical representation 
 

 
Fig 3. Five–level fuzzy scale for triangular membership function 

 

     3.3 Check Consistency 

The fuzzy pairwise comparison matrices are de-fuzzified 
to check the consistency of the experts’ judgments by one of 

the methods as the “center of gravity” into crisp matrices, 

described by Awasthi et al.[39]. 

𝐷 = (𝑙 + 4𝑚 + 𝑢) ⁄6                                                      (1) 

                                                                                        

Where; 𝐷 denotes the de-fuzzified value of the triangular 

fuzzy number. After de-fuzzifying the pairwise comparisons 

for each expert, it is vital to check the consistency of each 

expert judgment to measure its contradiction limit. The high 

consistency ratio indicates a high probability of a lack of 
problem understanding and less confidence in the final 

weight’s reliability. The consistency index is first calculated 

as Saaty [40,43]. 

𝐶𝐼 =
λ𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑛

𝑛−1
                                                                 (2) 

                                                                                                     

𝐶𝑅 = 
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
                                                                        (3)                                                                                                                                                     

Where; 𝐶𝐼 denotes the consistency index, λ-max refers to 

the largest eigenvalue of the comparison matrix, and n is the 

matrix size.  

The consistency index is then divided by the random 

inconsistency index 𝑅𝐼 to obtain the consistency ratio, Saaty 

[40]. According to Franek and Kresta [41] and Che et 

al.[42], the random inconsistency index depends on the 

matrix size (table 2). Saaty [43] has shown that if the 

consistency ratio is less than or equal to 0.1, it is satisfactory 

and acceptable to continue the analysis; otherwise, the 

expert judgments must be revised.  
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TABLE 2. Random index versus different matrices sizes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where; N represents the matrix size, and RI is the 

corresponding random index used in equation 3. 
 

 3.4 Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) 
AHP, proposed by Saaty[40,43], is a popular, extensively 

used multi-criteria decision-making technique to determine 

the relative weights of criteria and alternative priorities. It is 

based on pairwise comparisons and is used in several 

fields[38]. Due to the ambiguity and vagueness of the 

decision-maker's subjective judgments, (AHP) is incapable 

of dealing with complex decisions due to imprecision and 

vagueness. To deal with the uncertainty and impression, 

Fuzzy sets proposed by   Zadeh [44] are integrated with 

AHP, namely the fuzzy AHP or (FAHP) method for 

decision-making. Van Laarhoven and Pedrycz [45] 

proposed a method using fuzzy triangular numbers for 

representing the fuzzy comparing judgment. It keeps the 

concepts of AHP and its advantages in essence, which 

makes the FAHP method a widely applied method [46]. 

Nowadays, FAHP has become the most popular fuzzy 

multi-criteria decision-making method [47] and is applied 

in many fields, such as machine selection, technique 

selection, and many other applications [36]. 

Chang[33]proposed the extent analysis method as one of 

the FAHP algorithms used to evaluate the relative criteria 

weights and alternatives’ priority weights 

If A = (𝑎𝑖𝑗)𝑛∗𝑚is a fuzzy pairwise comparison matrix, 

where; 𝑎𝑖𝑗= ( 𝑙𝑖𝑗 ,𝑚𝑖𝑗 ,  𝑢𝑖𝑗) satisfies the condition of {𝑙𝑖𝑗 ∗

𝑙𝑗𝑖 = 1 &𝑚𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑚𝑗𝑖 = 1 &𝑢𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑢𝑗𝑖= 1}, the value of the 

fuzzy synthetic extent (𝑺𝒊) for (m) extent analysis values of 

𝒊𝒕𝒉object is defined according to Chang [33]as Eq. 4. 

𝑺𝒊 =(
∑ 𝐥𝐢𝐣 
𝐦
𝐣=𝟏

∑ ∑ 𝐮𝐢𝐣
𝐦
𝐣

𝐧
𝐢=𝟏

  ,
∑ 𝐦𝐢𝐣 
𝐦
𝐣=𝟏

∑ ∑ 𝐦𝐢𝐣
𝐦
𝐣

𝐧
𝐢=𝟏

   ,    
∑ 𝐮𝐢𝐣 
𝐦
𝐣=𝟏

∑ ∑ 𝐥𝐢𝐣
𝐦
𝐣

𝐧
𝐢=𝟏

)                    (4) 

                                  

Where; 𝑖 = 1, 2… n, and j = 1, 2… m. 

Wang et al.[34,37]updated the normalization process and 

proposed the modified extent analysis method as per Eq. 

(5); if 𝑆𝑖 is the synthetic analysis value, then,  

𝑺𝒊= (
∑ 𝒍𝒊𝒋 
𝒎
𝒋=𝟏

∑ 𝒍𝒊𝒋 
𝒎
𝒋=𝟏 +∑ ∑ 𝒖𝒌𝒋

𝒎
𝒋=𝟏

𝒏
𝒌=𝟏,𝒌≠𝒊

   ,    
∑ 𝒎𝒊𝒋 
𝒎
𝒋=𝟏

∑ ∑ 𝒎𝒌𝒋
𝒎
𝒋=𝟏

𝒏
𝒌=𝟏

   ,    
∑ 𝒖𝒊𝒋 
𝒎
𝒋=𝟏

∑ 𝒖𝒊𝒋 
𝒎
𝒋=𝟏 +∑ ∑ 𝒍𝒌𝒋

𝒎
𝒋

𝒏
𝒌=𝟏,𝒌≠𝒊

)   (5)                  

 

In obtaining the estimates of weight vectors under each 

criterion, the principle of comparison for fuzzy numbers is 

applied [47]. 

The possibility degree (V) that a fuzzy triangular number is 

the greatest among several fuzzy numbers V (𝑴𝒊  ≥  𝑴𝒋) 

can be obtained using equation 6[33]. 

V (𝑀𝑖  ≥  𝑀𝑗 ) = 

{
 

 
     1                               𝑖𝑓    𝑚𝑖  ≥  𝑚𝑗
0                               𝑖𝑓   𝑙𝑗  ≥ 𝑢𝑖

(𝑙𝑗−𝑢𝑖)

(𝑚𝑖−𝑢𝑖)− (𝑚𝑗 −𝑙𝑗)
 ,    𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 

                                           

)6( 

 

 
Fig 4. Fuzzy triangular number 𝑀𝑖 and 𝑀𝑗  

 

   As in Fig. 4, d is the ordinate of the highest intersection 

point D between 𝜇𝑀𝑖and 𝜇𝑀𝑗.The degree of possibility for a 

convex fuzzy number to be greater than (k) convex fuzzy 

numbers 𝑀𝑖(𝑖= 1, 2… k) and 𝑘 ≠ 𝑖 can be calculated as per 
Eq.7 

V (M ≥ M1, M2… M𝑘) = V [(M ≥ M1) and (M ≥ M2) and 

… and (M ≥ Mk)] 

 = min V (M ≥𝑀𝑖,), 𝑖 = 1, 2, …, 𝑘and 𝑘 ≠ 𝑖                  (7)                                                                   

   The minimum of these degrees of possibilities is used as 

the overall score of each criterion as per equation 8. 

𝑑′(𝑀𝑖,) = min 𝑉(𝑠𝑖 ≥ 𝑠𝑗), 𝑘 =1, 2, 3, …...𝑛and 𝑘≠ 𝑖   

                                                                                       (8) 

   Finally, these scores are normalized to obtain the non-

fuzzy weights of the criteria as per equations (9-10). 

d (𝑀𝑖) = 
𝑑′(𝑀𝑖,)

∑ 𝑑′(𝑀𝑖,)
𝑛
1

                                                             (9) 

                                                                                     

𝑤 = (d (𝑀1), d (𝑀2), d (𝑀3), ………. d (𝑀𝑛)) T                 (10) 
                                             
4.CASE STUDIES AND MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 

 

4.1Method Verification  

   Figure 5 illustrates the hierarchy adapted in this study for 

selecting the most appropriate excavation supporting 

system. It indicates, in a family tree, the main criteria and 

sub-criteria that were most influential in the selection 

process 

These criteria were collected and classified from the 

literature and structured interviews with a group of 

professionals working on the Greater Cairo Metro project. 

They were in different stages with different levels of 

experts ranging from a minimum of 5 years in the field to 
25 years and reached 60 engineers. The questionnaire asked 

about the relative importance of the main criteria versus the 

N 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

RI 0 0.53 0.88 1.11 1.25 1.34 1.40 1.45 1.49 1.51 1.54 
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main target of “selecting the appropriate deep excavation 

supporting system” as a parent criterion. The next step is to 

ask about the relative importance of the sub-criteria versus 

its parent one using the scale according to table 1. Numbers 

from 1 to 5 correspond to the linguistic variable from 
equally important (EI) to extremely high important (EHI). 

   The philosophy of the question is “What is the degree of 

importance of criterion A if compared with criterion B to 

select the appropriate supporting system?”. If A is strongly 

important than B, then the answer is equal to 3 towards A, 

but if B is weighted, then it will be 3 towards B, as 1/3 in 

the matrix, and so on. Comparison matrices are created 

from the results as crisp values using one matrix for the 

main criteria and three for the sub-criteria.  

   The second questionnaire was for comparison between 

the alternatives to estimate the weight of each alternative 

under each criterion. The philosophy of the question was 
“To what degree do you prefer to use alternative (A) or (B) 

regarding criteria (X) with the same concept for creating the 

comparison matrices?”. The number of matrices for that 

was 13 pieces.  

   All matrices were fuzzified according to table 1 by 

representing each linguistic variable as a fuzzy number with 

a triangular membership function. 

   As in Fig. 2, 𝑙, 𝑚, and 𝑢, lower, modal, and upper values 

of the triangular membership function, respectively, are de-

fuzzified by the equation of the centroid according to 
equation 1. Additionally, each matrix was checked for 

consistency according to equations 2 and 3. 

   Table 3 shows sample results of one matrix for the main 

criteria that have been de-fuzzified for one of the expert’s 

responses in our sample. Each cell in the table represents 

the relative importance of each main criterion versus the 

others regarding the primary goal. For example, in cell 𝑎14, 

C1/C4 = 0.5 means that C4 is moderately important than 

C1, but cell 𝑎12 means that C1 is moderately important than 

C2; where; 𝑎14 = 1/𝑎41 and 𝑎12 = 1/𝑎21. 
   Table 4 shows the main criteria consistency results of the 

same expert based on table 3, where C1 represents “site and 

construction conditions,” C2 represents “cost,” C3 

represents “design requirements,” and C4 represents “time 

of construction." 

 
Fig 5. Hierarchy diagram for selecting the most appropriate 

excavation supporting system 

 

TABLE 3. Main criteria de-fuzzified matrix 

 
TABLE 4. Main criteria consistency results 

 
 Each pairwise comparison matrix had its consistency 

checked for each expert response. There were four matrices 
for the main criteria and sub-criteria and 15 for alternatives. 

The same sequence was applied for all matrices for each 

expert of the 60 experts, where there were 3 of them 

inconsistent. Each group of matrices was aggregated into a 

group comparison matrix by using the max-min method 

with an arithmetic mean as per equations from 11 to 13 

[38], [41], [43], [48,49]. 

 𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒; 𝑙𝑖𝑗
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝  = 𝓂𝑖𝑛.{𝑙𝑖𝑗𝑘}      ,        𝑘 =  1, 2…𝑚                                        

(11) 

𝐴𝑙𝑠𝑜, 𝑚𝑖𝑗
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 =

1

𝑘
∗ ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑗

𝑘𝑛
𝑘=1    ,        𝑘 =  1, 2…𝑚                                         

(12) 

𝐴𝑛𝑑, 𝑢𝑖𝑗
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 =𝓂ax. { 𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑘}         ,        𝑘 =  1, 2…𝑚                                         

(13) 

Where; 𝑙𝑖𝑗
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝

 , 𝑚𝑖𝑗
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 , and 𝑢𝑖𝑗

𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 represent the 

minimum of the smallest value, the arithmetic mean of the 

group modal value, and the maximum value of the highest 

value of the comparison matrix group. 

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒;  𝑙𝑖𝑗
𝑘
 , 𝑚𝑖𝑗

𝑘 , and 𝑢𝑖𝑗
𝑘 represent the smallest, most 

likely, and largest possible values for the kth decision-

maker, respectively. An example was taken to show the 

application of the main criteria matrix (C1, C2, C3, and C4) 

for the 57 experts’ results. The matrices were aggregated 

using the arithmetic mean as Awasth i et al.[41], and the 

results are indicated in table 5. 

TABLE 5. Aggregated Matrix by Arithmetic Mean 

 
  In estimating the relative weights of the criteria, two 

different methods are used: the extent analysis method by 

Chang [33] and the modified extent analysis method by 
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Wang et al.[34,35] with the arithmetic mean as per 

Equations 4 -10. The results are as follows: 

Calculating synthetic extent value, S1, S2, S3, and S4 for 

the four criteria: 

S1= (0.029, 0.282, 2.174) &S2= (0.30, 0.178, 2.174) &S3= 
(0.3,0.321,1.739) 

S4= (0.33,0.219,2.029)  

Calculating the degree of possibility to determine the 

greatest and the least among the fuzzy numbers:  

V1-2 = 1 & V1-3 = 0.982 & V1- 4 = 1                   leads to      

V- min. = 0.982 

V2-1= 0.953 & V2-3 = 0.937 & V2- 4 = 0.981                        

V – min. = 0.937 

V3-1= 1 & V3-2 = 1 & V3- 4 = 1                                             

V- min. = 1 

V4-1= 0.969 & V4-2 = 1 & V4-3 = 0.951                                

V- min. = 0.951 

𝑑′(𝑀𝑖  ) = (0.982,0.937,1.0,0.951) 

𝑤 = (0.982/3.87, 0.937/3.87,1/3.87,0.951/3.87) T 

𝑤C1 = 0.254     𝑤C2 = 0.242      𝑤C3 = 0.258      𝑤C4 = 0.246 

   In the application of the modified extent analysis method 

(Wang,2006), 

S1 = (0.039,0.282,0.741) & S2 = (0.040,0.178,0.743) & 

S3= (0.037,0.321,0.698)  

S4= (0.042,0.219,735)  

V1-2 = 1& V1-3 = 0.95 & V1- 4 = 1 leads to    V- min. = 
0.95 

V2-1= 0.87 & V2-3 = 0.83 & V2- 4 = 0.94       V - min. = 

0.83 

V3-1= 1 & V3-2 = 1 & V3- 4 = 1                                       

V- min. = 1 

V4-1= 0.92 & V4-2 = 1 & V4-3 = 0.87                              

V- min. = 0.87 

𝑑′(𝑀𝑖  ) = (0.95,0.83,1.0.0,0.87) 

𝑤 = (0.95/3.65, 0.83/3.65,1/3.65,0.87/3.65) T 

𝑤C1 = 0.260    𝑤C2 = 0.227     𝑤C3 = 0.274     𝑤C4 = 0.238 

   Table 6 illustrates the ranking of the main criteria, which 

indicates that the design requirements, including soil 

conditions, water table level, expected stresses, and location 

of the structure, have the highest importance, while site and 

construction conditions come in second, and cost comes in 

last in the ranking of the criteria. 

TABLE 6. Main criteria ranking by Extend and Modified 

Extent with arithmetic mean 

 
   The weight of the sub-criterion is calculated relative to 

each other and then multiplied by the weight of its parent. 

For example, if the relative weight of sub-criterion Cij is wj 

relative to Js sub-criterion and wi is the weight of parent 

criterion i; consequently, the global sub-criteria weight of 

Cij relative to all other criteria will be:  

wij = wj * wi; such that ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 = 𝑤𝑖;  n = 1, 2, …., j                                                       

(14) 

Where; n is the number of sub-criteria. Using the Visual 

Basic application to analyze all the matrices, calculate the 

ranking of the main criteria and sub-criteria as shown in 

table 10.  

 

TABLE 7. Construction and site conditions sub-criteria 
ranking by extend and modified extent with arithmetic 

mean (relative to each other) 

 
 

TABLE 8. Cost sub-criteria ranking by extend and 

modified extent with arithmetic mean (relative to each 

other) 

 
 

TABLE 9. Design requirements sub-criteria ranking by 

extend and modified extent with arithmetic mean (relative 
to each other) 

 
 

Table 7 illustrates the ranking of the construction and site 
conditions sub-criteria relative to each other, while table 8 

shows the cost sub-criteria ranking relative to each other. 

Finally, table 9 illustrates the ranking of design sub-criteria. 

   Table 10 illustrates the results of calculations for the 

relative weights of different criteria as global weights; each 

weight belonged to its parent criterion. It is shown from the 

table that safety requirements for the system, in 

construction and site condition main criterion, occupy the 

highest importance.  

   On the other hand, the impact of the system on the 

environment occupies the last place in importance. 
Regarding the construction cost, it occupies the first place 

in importance compared to equipment and system 

technology. Water table level and expected stresses occupy 

the first and second degrees of importance in the design 

requirements, while the location of the structure comes last. 

Table 8 lists the ranking of the site and construction 

conditions sub-criteria, while tables 9 and 10 list the 

ranking of the cost and design sub-criteria, respectively. 

   The identical sequences are followed to estimate the 

priorities of the alternatives after calculating the overall 

priority by Equation 15. The sum of the priorities for 
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alternative 𝐴𝑖 across all criteria and sub-criteria determines 

its overall priority [36].  

 

∑ 𝑤𝑗 𝑛
𝑗=1  X  𝑃𝑗𝐴𝑖                                           (15) 

                                                                                  

Where; 𝑤𝑗 represents the weight of criterion or sub-

criterion j; 𝑃𝑗𝐴𝑖 represents the priority of 𝐴𝑖 under criterion 

j, and n represents the number of criteria or sub-criteria. 

The final results are shown in table 11. 

 

TABLE 10. Main criteria and sub-criteria relative weights 

results 

 
TABLE 11. Alternatives weights as EAM and MEAM with 

Arithmetic mean 

 
According to table 11, the diaphragm wall system has the 

highest priority, while the secant pile system ranks second. 

Later comes contiguous piling walls and berlin walls 

 

 4.2 Actual Case Studies and Model Validation  

   Figures 6, 7, and 8 illustrate screenshots of a software 

application that was published in this paper to rank any 

criteria that can be suggested by the user. The software was 

based on the methodology discussed in subsection 3.4 and 

was applied in studying the selected case studies (KitKat 

and Heliopolis metro stations) 

 
Fig 6. Homepage (File Tab) 

 

    Figure 6 illustrates the model homepage, showing the 

File, Home, and Analysis Tabs. There are file tabs for New 

File, Open Existing File, Save, Save as File, and Help. In 

addition to minimizing, maximizing, and closing tabs on 
the left side of the screen. 

   Figure 7 depicts the home tab, which includes the Add, 

Remove, and Rename tabs. The worksheet enables the user 

to select the fuzzy scale (5-scale or 9-scale) and select the 

number of the understudy criteria. This page also contains 

three boxes: one for the model’s name, one for consistency 

check monitoring, and the last one for the results. The 

diagram depicts a model application analysis using a 

pairwise comparison matrix (4x4) for four criteria and a 5-

scale for importance rate. 

The consistency check result and importance weights 

determined by the extent analysis method are monitored. 

 
Fig 7. Consistency checks and weights by extend analysis method 

 

 
   Fig 8. Consistency checks and weights by modified extend 

analysis method 
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   The modified extent analysis method used to calculate the 

relative importance weights is depicted in Fig.8. 

   To validate the model, actual case studies, KitKat and 

Heliopolis metro stations are presented. KitKat metro 

station is one of the underground line - 3 stations in the 
greater Cairo metro. It has a length of 150 meters and 22 

meters in width (divided into three boxes, 1, 2, and 3, by 

slurry walls). It has two external accesses, 1 and 2, and an 

underground water tank. 

   Heliopolis metro station, is also one of line -3 and phase – 

4, underground stations of the greater Cairo metro, with a 

length of 220 meters and 22 meters’ width. It has eight 
external accesses with three boxes. 

 

 

TABLE 12. Significant aspects in the three case studies 

Key aspects KitKat access KitKat water tank Heliopolis access 

Site conditions 

Level of safety 

Extremely significant Slightly significant Moderately significant 

Existing utilities Very significant Very significant Very significant 

Environmental impact Slightly significant Slightly significant Slightly significant 

Traffic density Slightly significant Not significant Very significant 

Excavation depth 17 to 22 m 12 m 12 m 

Adjacent buildings Extremely significant Not significant Slightly significant 

Design requirements  

Soil condition 

Fill, sandy silt, to sand Fill, sandy silt, to sand Fill, sand, to clay 

Water table level high high Very low 

Location of structure Very significant Slightly significant Slightly significant 

Design calculation significant Slightly significant Slightly significant 

Cost 

Cost of construction 

Very significant Slightly significant Moderately significant 

Technology availability 

(Excavation machine) 

Available Not available Not available 

Time of construction 

Speed of construction 

Extremely significant Slightly significant Moderately significant 

 

Table 12 illustrates the different conditions of each case 

study. These data are collected from semi-structured 

interviews conducted with site managers represent the 

contractor, the consultant, and the client. 

   Each condition in table 12 is translated to linguistic 

variable and numerical rate value as in table 1 and entered 

to the software to create the pairwise comparison. 

Input data entry for the model is the relative degree of 

importance between the two compared criterion or 

alternatives. 

  

  The output from the software for the main criteria rank is 

as follows: 
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1. KitKat external access 
TABLE 13. Main criteria rank                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 14. Alternatives priorities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. KitKat water tank 

    TABLE 15. Main criteria rank      

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 16. Alternatives priorities                                       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Heliopolis access 
 

TABLE 17. Main criteria rank 

 

TABLE 18. Main criteria rank 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

 According to the analysis that was done based on the 

collected answers from the questionnaires, design 

requirements, including water table level, soil conditions, 

and location of a structure, rank first. Construction and site 

conditions rank second in terms of practitioner interest. 

This is due to the fact that their components are critical to 

the safety of all surrounding properties. Due to the urgency 

of completing this project on time and the high cost of the 

technology used in these types of projects, time and cost are 

also concerns. 

 Regarding the alternatives’ priorities, the diaphragm wall 

system occupies the top rank, despite its high cost and the 

fact that it is suitable for most of the critical conditions in 

that type of construction, in addition to its advantage of 

being used as a permanent structure.  

 On the other hand, regarding the actual case studies, 

KitKat metro station access, according to table 13, the 

design requirements criterion gets the highest rank and site 

conditions come second.  

 According to table 14, the first candidate support system to 

be used is the diaphragm wall system. In this case, the 

model results match what happened in reality as in Fig.9. 

M
A

IN
 C

R
IT

E
R

IA
 

Description Relative 

weight 

Rank 

Design Requirements 0.4838 1 

Construction and site 

condition 
0.3574 2 

Time of construction 0.0812 3 

Cost 0.0776 4 

Alternative Relative 

weight 

Rank 

Diaphragm wall 0.4065 1 

Secant piles with a strut 

beam system 
0.3089 2 

Berlin wall (Soldier lagging 

wall) 
0.2399 3 

Contiguous piles 0.0447 4 

M
A

IN
 C

R
IT

E
R

IA
 

Description Relative 

weight 
Rank 

Design 

Requirements 
0.4455 1 

Cost 0.3059 2 

Construction and site 

condition 
0.1927 3 

Time of construction 0.0559 4 

Alternative Relative 

weight 
Rank 

Berlin wall (Soldier lagging 

wall) 
0.3896 1 

Secant piles 0.2355 2 

Contiguous piles 0.2047 3 

Diaphragm wall 0.1701 4 

M
A

IN
 C

R
IT

E
R

IA
 

Description Relative 

weight 
Rank 

Construction and site 

condition 
0.3877 1 

Cost 0.3367 2 

Time of construction 0.2228 3 

Design Requirements 0.0528 4 

Alternative 
Relative 

weight 
Rank 

Berlin wall (Soldier lagging 

wall) 
0.3812 1 

Contiguous piles 0.3311 2 

Secant piles  0.2011 3 

Diaphragm wall 0.0866 4 
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 In the case of the water tank, as in table 15, design 

requirements also get the highest rank, and cost comes in 

second. According to table 16, the berlin wall system gets 

the highest degree of priority, and secant piles come in 

second, perhaps due to their higher cost and slightly greater 

significance as site restrictions. The model results are also 

consistent with what actually occurred as in Fig.10. 

 Finally, due to slight design constraints, Heliopolis metro 

station's site conditions and cost rank first and second, 

respectively, in table 17. According to table 18, the berlin 

Wall system gets the first priority, and contiguous piles 

come in second with very little difference in the degree of 

priority. In this case, the model is inconsistent with very 

little difference with what happened in reality as in Fig.11. 

 
Fig 9. Diaphragm walls in KitKat metro station access 

 

 
Fig 10. Berlin wall for Water tank in KitKat metro station 

 
             Access (6, 7, 8) layout 

                         ( a ) 

 
          Access (7) contiguous CFA piles 

                          ( b ) 

Fig11. Heliopolis metro station accesses 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

   The research aimed at developing a multi-criteria 

decision-making model using the FAHP technique to help 

designers and practitioners in the field of tunneling projects 

or similar projects select the most appropriate alternative.  

   First, the criteria that influenced the selection were 

classified from the literature and structured interviews. A 

group of professionals with different experiences in 

specialized companies in the same field in metro projects 

were utilized. Four primary criteria and thirteen sub-criteria 

were considered to select the most appropriate deep 

excavation support system between the diaphragm wall, 

secant pile, contiguous pile, and berlin wall systems. The 

model was applied on case studies of Heliopolis and KitKat 

metro stations in the greater Cairo Metro to demonstrate its 

applicability. 

   Based on the results of this research, specific conclusions 

can be summarized, as follows: 

1. Design requirements, particularly water table level, 

soil conditions, and anticipated stresses, are highly 

concerned and almost always take precedence in the 

selection of the support system. 

2. The level of safety, adjacent buildings, crossings, and 

nearby utilities, as well as excavation depth, are all 

important factors to consider when making a decision. 

3. Due to the nature and volume of these projects, time 

and construction costs are important considerations. 

4. Regarding the alternative selection, diaphragm wall 

systems come first and secant pile systems second due 

to their suitability for these construction projects in 

urban areas. Berlin wall system comes last, although it 

is used widely at sites but in depths ranging from 5.0 

to 15.0 meters. The contiguous pile wall system is 

preferable if compared with the berlin wall system in 

the case of adjacent properties because it is executed 

before excavation to retain soil during excavation, 
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whereas, in the berlin system, the excavation is in 

progress as sheeting progresses. 

5. The model presented in this study is applicable to any 

deep excavation project; the only difference is that the 

project's criteria must be identified. Determine the 

feasible alternatives that can be researched. The 

model presented in this research is applicable for any 

deep excavation project; the only difference is 

identifying the project’s criteria. Furthermore, 

determine the feasible alternatives that can be studied. 

6. The model can be used by multiple users with 

multiple factors to generate pairwise comparison 

matrices. In addition to dealing with subjective 

judgements, imprecise information, and uncertainty 

factors, and evaluating the relative weights of criteria. 

It provides the user with the final priorities for the 

feasible alternatives. 

  For future research, the current method can be expanded 

by integrating it with other fuzzy strategies with trapezoidal 

membership functions. Additionally, make a model that 

collects the most systems and all available types to consider 

all factors influencing the selection. 
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